ERRATA # 0183 120512

NMEA 0183 ver. 4.00 and 4.10
SPO, Select AIS Device’s Processing and Output, Command

Introduction:
Many NMEA 0813 sentence data fields contain a superscript formatted numerical note identifier referencing additional information about that respective data field. Three of the data fields in the SPO sentence were mistakenly published with incorrect numeric note identifiers.

Three corrections have been identified in NMEA 0183 ver. 4.00 and 4.10 within the NMEA 0183 Sentence “SPO, Select AIS Device’s Processing and Output, Command.”

CORRECTION

The correct superscript formatted numeric note identifier for the following Data Fields refers to Note 3. Note 3 is provided below for context.

First slot number of VDL message (see VSI data field 4)$^3$
TOA, time of message arrival (see VSI data field 3)$^3$
Signal to noise ratio (see VSI data field 6)$^3$

Note 3:
0 = no output
1 = continuous output
2 = output next frame only
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